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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

rural development projects. °f guidelin^

2- The objectives of such projects are viz.,
(i) growth;

fii) participation;
(iii) equity;

(iv) sustainability, and

by =ollect^C£ffls Si^ Ss^esaSoSSf «* -sources, follow

fj SS^rlS1^ oi^^ ntrod
("i economic activities otter tha^ n£ f^" SUppOrts otter tha^ n£ f 1

°f inf™-t™« constraints "l8011™^— Production;constraints on improved production and
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SECTION - I

INTRCODCTION

1.1 Purpose of Guidelines

^ratives of £»££« i*"06 haS tO te StrUCk between these

1-2 Target Audience

2. The Guidelines are designed for use by:

- project managers;

tfil in the Wicultuw and rural
i

devei™^ftiPHrOfeSSiOnalS Wrking in the Wicultuw andevelopment fields m governments and international agencies;
- local level planners and field workers;
- personnel of national and international NGOs.

I'3 The Need for a New Approach

SH3SHS35.£=--«a=rs
- most projects in the rural field do not achieve their objectives-
" TnY uPf?jeCtS that Iwork' do not reach a portion ot Sihouseholds, or even disadvantage them; P^ion ot po

- few projects actually meet the felt needs of local people;

" SiSf^^1118!11 continues to decline and famine
remains a real threat to several areas.

faults1 idneIh»Tent P™^3!1™63 do n°t prove sustainable it must
^ ■ , 6S19n °f ProJ«ct»- ^ the poor record is so general
V111^ftrrbuted to the mistakes f l fSattributed to the mistakes of planners. The v

assumptions, techniques and objectives

5. Elements of a new approach can be seen in several pilot Droieet* *nH in
programmes in some African countries. These aref (i)P Sv- fii?
StlcipationV^ SUSUinabilitv' ^ institutional effectiveness and (vj
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6. A final point of departure for these Guidelines is a much greater
concern for, and sensitivity about the first step in design: how an idea is
selected out for further elaboration. All too often, even if there is
rigorous working out of the resource implications and modalities of a
project, there is arbitrariness about which kind of project should be
explored. The original idea may be based on some experimenter's potential
'solution1, or the subjective predilections of an administrator at the
centre, (who is out of touch with grassroots needs) or the pet concerns of a
politician, or just something (often unconsciously) coming out of dusted-off
files from a previous era of administration. The Guidelines will insist on

asking about priorities: why this programme? It will explore two answers,

both discussed in Section II below, the formulation of projects based on:

- the identification of expressed needs;

- surveys and analysis of the objective bottlenecks, constraints and
problems faced by communities, the poor among them, their farming
systems and their support services and social facilities.

Organization of the Paper

7. The paper is organized in three Sections. Section - I is introductory,
Section - II makes a case for participatory action research for assessment

of needs of the rural poor, section - III spells out at some length the
various components for designing participatory rural development projects m

Africa.

Limitations of the paper

8. The paper is not a manual. It only provides some guidelines regarding
how to go about in designing participatory rural development projects. The
Report also deliberately avoided any discussion on people s participation
per se since there is already so much materials already available on this
tcpicTa very select few of which has been included in the bibliography.
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SECTION - II

NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH

10. There are basically two ways to assess needs

- to ask people what their needs are;
- to conduct surveys or inventories.

2'1 Rapid Rural reconnaissance

traditional surveys, since it is not

people have

traditionally seen

„£

*=-■■

ab<Xlt which ">e

in of
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16. The survey team should be asking the questions based on consideration

of:-

(a) how people meet basic needs;
(b) relationships between people; Qfnir*.urea.

(e) education and socialisation;

(f) recreation;

(g) beliefs and values;

(h) history of the area.

- What do people do? (e.g. what is their work, what are the major
sources of income?)

- Who does what?

- Are custans changing?

- Are expectations of what different people ought to do changing?

- Why do they do it? (economic, cultural, political reasons).

- What are the issues which arcuse emotional response at present?

- Which are the most important and most frequently used words in
conmunity discussion on these issues?

at what time? What crops are

growing or stored, and how? etc.

18. in this way, a picture of the farming system begins to emerge:

- the seasonal crop calendar and work patterns;
- the gender and age division of labour,

- the main products;

- the techniques; . ,. ..
- shape, size and variation in fields

and sort* ofits constraints and bottlenecks.

2.2 Participator ftr.Mon Research

19. Thesystematic ^^ ^ ^ ^^

of discernible patterns of land use, "^uc£c coping^ith them. As stated
practices, local ecological changes «4^J ot p ng brfore

S^r^rrJ^tZ% .^ to . second stage

19. The W^^-^££jSSsystematic collection of data which will al^

of discernible patterns of land use, "^
ctices local ecological changes «4^J
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amended, or the design of ad^tTonal projects! P reconnaissance to be

anT ^.SS; ^
requirements, can still be carried out in a manner that is:

- participatory;
- informal;

of being run and analyzed by lay persons

mmmtrnWrn
carrying-capacity, but will be unaware of pockete of

z
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SBCTION - III

GOIDELIHES TOR DESIGNING PARTICIPATOR? RURAL MSTEIOPMENT

3.1 Specifying resign Objectives

Whv specify design objectives?

in o'rder to confirm the

deviation.

ifving design objectives
ectives should be specifciea.'

(T)What types

who and when. These may be

effectiveness,

(a) Functional:

*. The proje=t document must of

win heXp to ensu.^ratna^naT ^l^
that this mutual interaction takes place

(b) Growth and positive change:

capital and employment,

(c) Participation:

28. Participation may be seen as i
beneficiaries in the project area of self

* *--i.»M-ie t"fiT*oiinh which the oro

implemented. For the moment it would
as a result of some external stimulus.

a" ^ u lanned and

P^ the orou/was set up
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3ection of the localK^ •Jrt^te?^
in the outputs th^eS*but tney wSula afsfh^ve **
participatory way. BeneficiaH»= w™Xi t have to do so in a
just becauseit was self"4overn?n? Tit JL"*??"??* b* P^^tory
democratic. ""-governing, if its form of 'self-government1 was not

her as a

in the community;

%££a

COuld

lnt °f is to

(d) Equity:

S ^S888 are wt in ^tion such that
will of the community, reflect as many of
population as possible. Y

(e) gustainability;

8"d Seek to ensure
h ^ ^ rePrese"t the

characteristics of the

(f) Institutional Effectiveness^

32. The design should:-

<«— -

(ii) Wio should specify them?

33. ^How participatory can one

inevitable in the
facilitator, .hus
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instance. What is instant.howeveris for **£«££?£
understanding of why these «d not so*e °^*^flitators to be able to
ht involves an element af_draining tor objectives. This

^^^^not —ence free^the

t ^^^th^ST^n^t^Sinertia, to
w?UaS to new ideas, or directions

34. This raises the guestion of

beneficiaries insist iV^
facilitator cannot support, or

to' over ride? Can the design
^ elerosnts to be

of considerable interest and

practical consequence.

arrangements, and th P^Vhr
officials and donors and their
However, an alternative approach

specification of the r°VU^
their staff. *^te
the functions and

33. m a conventional approach to prcJetd-i*W». ^rawing
of reference is a c^ciaV ^e oroiect framework and boundaries. The
preliminary specification of the project^ ^ administrative

study team composition and <^^^ibility of government agencies and
arrangements, and the sP^Vh=r officers wLld be the major concerns.
fiil nd donors and their °«x=er^ " a diaiogue and also the

ould requ^^re^ rff^.^ ^ and

stould also spell out in clear terms
a good project design, and how

°t "^ ^ tQ contrlbute to

institutional effectiveness.

Mainr issues to ^ incorporated in the TORL

36. This Kind of project design must ensure that the P^oposed^intervention

is acceptable by all the oonc-™^ ^*lesa's a^n as providing a thorough

L^rU?^^^ --eCt ltS deSig" Sh°Uld!
(1) reflect local realities,

SneffcSs dUran1 'S^T
implementation, (see 3.1 above);

(U)

(iii)

projectj

strategy;

-ss
capability of the environment;
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Knee. TseeT^ri^r ^ *** ^ Ctaar
and provide for a monitoring and evaluation system

, by offering a yardstick to assess implementation and

(vii) final design should be negotiated between beneficiaries and other
k?<=£^i .Par VIs to ensure as much consensus as possible and
basically to avoid any misconceptions;

(viii) information such as budgets, project documents needed for approval
by governments and donors must be provided; wlw.ii

(ix) it should be flexible to allow people's inputs and learnina
experiences without being too vague: this can b/done by specifying
3£ Ja.SPec^?an be reconsidered and reshaped, at what stage and by
what kind of discussion. *

The Role of Key factors in the process of project design

37. To depart from the conventional rural development orientation into

Zo£T*Z™?VeVel<W*nt ln whlch *"*>* and^al insS^ons arenZ^t ' P^^Resign must provide detailed methodologies on how to
cS w?th JhfVltUwtlOnf Ze-the activiti*s of project facilitators wn^are
charged with the tasks of liaison and dialogue, group organizers from within
the comrumty, as well as promoters and other project 'staff'?

3<3 Resource Assessment

nJ£r ^iatinQ^ sustainin9 **" activities or components of the
j need to be worked out in detail and costed accordinolv. The

physical equipment and other inputs required need to be specified, and the

£££i °h SUPP,1^- ThG labOUr inputs and ^^ timing, inclui/ng those(unpaid) by participants themselves. The process of resource rtobilization
SfnrX'T to ** idfntifie3 " TOl1 M ^ nechanis^s afir^cify^g
the project components as a core in the project design effort? Then
provided? requirements to ensure the feasibility of the 9«ti"S£' will^

Decision needed to arrive at specific project components:

(i) Production potential and technologies to be introduced-
to ensure an increase in production and incomes in the project area,
information on natural resource base, existing production system^
and availablenew technologies is important. This step wUl aS
in the decision of how to incorporate new technologies into the
Pr^Je<I- desi^n« Tt Provides an overall understanding of the
nP^tlon svstem "^h ^ well can be reflected in the design
process. 3
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(ii) Adequacy and reliability of **^«£££%g>Tincreasing

availiflity of credit and marketing and storage

(iv) Effect of infrastructure constraints on improved production and

Structures play an important role

of these infrastructures.

portable water programmes.

(vi) Macro-policy considerations that affect production and income in

i

incentive and rural development.

^^d^^^^^nSf^^-nts is reached,
then other three main activities will l
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completing estimation of individual component costs?
consolidation of these component costs as well as the organizational
and management costs into a cost schedule for the wholeS

proposed to meet these costs.

Analytical requirements

(i) Analysis of Agricultural Production Potential;
UU Farm-level socio-economic analysis;

Uii) Analysis of the production support system;
Uv) Off-farm employment and income-generating opportunities-
(v) Analysis of the macro-policy framework. '

3-4 Organizational Requirements

"■'■
(11) Wiat will be the arrangements for co-ordination?
(in) What will the needs be for strengthening existing or new structures-

responsive to participation.

42. Existing projects are those such as:

- credit,

- marketing;

- extension services;

- infrastructure building/improvement;
- social facilities.
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the project design stage

through access

46. The

than taking its historically
;ussea wiui |je»i.*-j.*-*f«**—* —

course.

47. This question of proximity shou^, **
S nrwrfiMtlon arrangements.. In addition, ™£"£^£ ^resources is
projects, better co-ordination J^^^^Cwm alnost always have

•*£'".

the beginning here. The slow pace

neat and clear-cut

project design processes!

48. Identifying where existing and
nost difficult in the early stages but finer details will

the process.

Project personnel

«. An absolutely

__. 'a set of criteria must be worked out for the

selection and balance of:

(i) Lay personnel
(ii) Professional staff

(iii) Volunteers

50 These criteria should be identified
with beneficiaries. This ooes whi h the seiectors of project
beneficiary level, ^t grates a standtartjV accountabmty of selectors
staff will operate. It ^9^^ ^ bene£iclarieB to assess personnel

identifyingjcri1eriajs^annexoampnletof on^f ^

awareness and knowledge.
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Criteria would come out of awareness of the type of characteristics needed.
The participants in this process of identifying criteria must not simply be
experts or government or foreign donor representatives but must in reality

be those at local level in the project area. Cutting out beneficiaries in
this process has been a mistake made by most projects in Africa to date.
Suffice it to say that undoubtedly 'experts'/professionals are needed but
heavy emphasis on external 'experts' should be avoided. In the initial
stages, the role of local 'experts', community workers and facilitators is
far more important.

location of project design team

51. Although it has not been usual practice, the question of locating the
project design team throughout the whole exercise, in the project area,
rather than at a central or international location is important. In this
way, the participation of beneficiaries will be facilitated at the crucial
drafting and discussion stage. Although beneficiaries may not be able to
share in the actual writing exercise, their contribution at this stage has
traditionally been ignored for this very reason. By the simple method of
staying in the project area, the question of lead agency, training needs and
co-ordination arrangements can be thoroughly worked through with the
beneficiaries, to the satisfaction of all.

3.5 Work Plan

52. A work plan for the whole process of project formulation and design,
implementation and monitoring and evaluation should be drawn up. To specify
in clear terms specific task force is needed at each step. To do this, a
series of basic steps should be specified in rural development design and
their timing spelled out. These can be summarized as follows:

(i) Determine the broad parameters for the project, through discussions:

53. Broad development objectives should result from these discussions
between governments, donor officials (if relevant) and beneficiaries which
leads to the formulation of a project idea and specify target population,
geographic locations and estimates of the local and external resources
available for development.

54. There are no simple formulae for assuring "adequate" popular
participation in project design. The challenge is to involve the
beneficiaries so that their perceptions, needs and expectations are not
simply understood but are incorporated from the outset. During
identification and design, there are several practical measures which can
ensure participation. The project team should, for instance, include
representatives of local people, both men and women. At this initial stage,
a useful exercise would be to ask why this project or programme: where does
the idea come from? why should it have priority? Responsibility and
accountability should in any event be planned for and built in from the
early stages of this process.
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(ii) Review and assess existing documentation:

55. Part of the 'needs assess^*' that ^~££^^?i££ of
needs and feasibility (see Section Ilh thistasK

Prtd^Se orra ^.^^a secondary project needs
to be wXd «t and spelled out in the work plan.

(iii) Background surveys and base-line information should be made:

56. Conduct a field investigation in the

on what should be

done.

^
57. The discussions and fUld ^^^rwi^ln^Tesg^
lS ^^^^in the pro.ect or added as aSp

separate entity

(V) Determine possible intervention and the n.nagement and organizational
arrangements for the project:

58. At this stage institutional «P*£«*»*£££^"reiattd £"£

is
flexibility and achievable targets

(vi) Preparation of the project design outline to be discussed with
concerned parties:

59. Project design outline should highlight keyJssuesgf^
^tputs^.objectives and, the ^»^t ^^ate consensus anong

^fr^^tr^ beneficiaries)

(vii) Development of the project implementation plan

60. It is necessary eventually to -rive at a

5
process-approach
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(viii) Monitoring and evaluation and the project design:

^S^td^lexiMliL ^o^L ■PR"T?
should be viewed as part of this learnin^proc' ln9 "^ evaluationprocess

^se a^f^t o
project implementation. Therefore
be set up right fran the £^

successes in

(ix) Approval of the final project design:

for Z^
designers should reach such
re.ufren.nts and ^agenc^fi
is directed,

3'6 ^signing for Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)

steps the

to whom the project

project an? seek to ^ratfonaUze

realistic^ ^
some interest it may
^icipati ^or

°f iSSU6S that
the grOUp ^ te of

main attend?
- inte"al ^ructure and

9tVe" Perl°d? ^ a11 its

perspectives. enquiry leading to their different
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How concretely should/can the various objectives be specified?

(a) Growth

«.. Those ^^.^^S^^^^^^Tthat is have to do with the «f\^f?:£ied with relatively high degrees
and even rural welfare, can all be ^^J^retely specified.. Whilst
concreteness. Others, h™e^' =an"^ absolute figure, in practice, the
ll f these can be ^redby S fld by the conditions7nof these can be measurec. y *™t™£y ^^ b* *" conditionS

magnitude of that absolute figurei is scrong y ^ ^ ,^,-e

absolute.

(b) Participation

69. One should begin by asking if

Ster to be relative than absolut^. ^^"^^ not favourable
dominant political ^lture, or religion^or scme^ ^^ poUtical

to -participation' a* unden^^VS2?erelatively little chance of the
culture or religion, then not only ls \here Y x but lt ^y

project being able to bring very_ rapid g^^J^ relative change
invite rejection by attempting to do so. Thu^m« ^^

a set o£ figures
for these different axes of participation.

70. On the -who P-ticipates^is a«^ ^^^
it is considered important to have Partl= P te b sex, social class,

l lification of «*• ""^^1 o l liious
it is considered impo te b sex, social clas,

social classification of «*• ""^i^1 economic lifestyle, religious
education level, 3^^ ^f^Tllc^ance should be made for scxne

^eSr^ich Ti ^ the lystem of social
used by the local population.

~~ atfic' i-his would be under the norm
71. On the ^^ Partic^Z°^%o^t ^cle. As 'how participation
defined by the various.stage* of the &°3* * he structures in which it
is characterised- consideration^«ould be 9^ individuals (appointed or
took place i.e., local or hwher■. ^ *anne , discussion, veto,
representative) or f^^^.^^iStaitahip of committees, duration

^^SLSffi^SSS at stings, active participation

during meetings, local level, etc.
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(c) Equity

of"iT3L^L^J^,^. P^^sion, access, and equality. Possession, access, a
covers income, and physical assets

LtflT; ^ / ?. b.raadened tO **** non physical pSuct v
!££!' St u^10.115 °f **"* is knowl^ge and the means to acquire it
access covers such as information, administrative and political power.

(d) Sustainability

73. Means the ability of the programme/project to:

(1) S^nf"? ^ operate under existing parameters (ecological,
administrative, political, institutional etc); and

(ii) withstand shocks (of up to a certain magnitude) frcm both internal
and external sources.

DersonntorrnaalH^CkS-may- inclu6,e> departure of at least one important
person, or a decline m income (or the rate of increase in income) of a
certain magnitude, etc. External shocks might be of logical
S£E?S' ?°lit;icalL<* ^ial cha^ter. To Siat extent deS S

? bldi lof ESJjft T°?eS 1bUllding ln confcin^^ies in the event of a number
of identifiable (internal or external) shocks occurring.

<e) Institutional effectiveness

75. Designing to M and E institutional effectiveness will focus on:

(i) Capacity: the extent to which the groups/organizations command
enough resources to make a difference in the lives of its
constituency and allocate these resources for uses that are in
accord with the objectives of the programme/project.

(ii) Representativeness: the extent to which its composition reflects
its constituency.

(iii) Responsiveness: The degree to which decision makers are willinq and
able to act on people's behalf. y

(iv) Accountability: The extent to which there is a system through which
the groups'/organizations' officials are held responsible for their
actions.actions.

Monitoring

76.
u0" Participation means that a certain amount of pressure

In ^ 't J beneflclaries with aspect, for example, to their ability
to nonitor and evaluate the programme/project. In the African experienced
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implications not only for the group s ^^y ^ effectiveiy

also perhaps for the ablV%* ^MUtievis-a-vis the project. It is
participate in the groups' ™t*^*£"L£?im would need to be built
Sfre almost certain that graining prcgra^ ^ ^ ^
participate in the groups *^£L£?im would need to be built
Serefore almost certain that graining prcgra^ ^ ^ ^

into the programs to improve the P°ssl^xc^ried out with the active
^ny projects and field researches are c^Led out ^ ^
roliaborationiOfithe^argte^ulation,^irdyon ^ practice ^ „

education

already widespread.

f ■ «* delivery and its intended effects.
78. Monitoring is an ^^s^^^^^ctivitv to be carried out mainly byri*^^ carried^ma n!y by

™^ accordance with the agreed

criteria.

79. This further n*ans that the data should be ?£%g£S«
processing without placing undue a"d ^n^vol^ training of sufficient
^^P^rTOT=t rTf in this respect) to be^^^oreTto=nt sr
responsible for recording and processing.

•n h» t-n arrive at a functional compromise
80. One of the Problems wxllb^ to arrive at irements of a

rS?^2S SirScrJ^eLnt^ the evaluation needs
of a central evaluation unit.

Evaluation

81. Evaluation is taken to -naper^ic activ^V^rried out-lgy but
no; exclusively by a "supenasory unit. Inevit Y thafc the most
carried out at the project l°™\Ja^t% ^^s of higher educational

<tc« that na.*d R« «»iton»J
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83. ^

y \e^ining^dlsTgrof fhe^Uect^^ ^ *** - not
the design of the project Ttself For t?SCUIB8r* but TOre importantly in
produce the data that is required for M S E Pr°JSCt mat te desi^ to
84. Thus a number of design stages may be identified:

a)
(ii) of info^ation needs for M 6 B, done separately fQr

coMction o^^ta! fnlTtt^^ a^V ^
who will operate it; analysis, and training of those

gf t°he ^cTlocL^so^ Se ^ . ^ tO e^
objectives and the'needs ofT W t% ^Hl^ted "^ ^^ Pr°ject
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CONCLUSION

before a manual can be drafted. ™^ *e^t is v abandOning

this process. In opting for P^^^/tn thHtandard text books and
nice linear, even exponential growth asfound in h

manuals on economic d^^P^^^^e^e where the points on the graph
performance. We are embarking on ^ ^cise^he ^P^ ^ ^^

HneTslYun?i"ie;trbne ^^1^^ exponential. But, let us give it a
serious try.
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